FESTO is a leading international industrial company, located in Kaunas, operating in 176 countries with more than 16000 ambitious, determined, visionary, dependable people.

We are looking for a new team member in Product management, Marketing and Engineering field

Business Analyst

You will work on:

- Analysing existing market, business opportunities and risks for the company
- Collecting important information related to economic figures
- Undertaking country analysis based on existing evaluation models and country fact sheets
- Monitoring of individual competitors and analysis of their financial performance as well as their marketing and sales activities
- Supporting the development and updates of market and competitive intelligence products, e.g. Dossiers, Fact Sheets, CI Reports etc.
- Engaging with key – opinion leaders (Management team of Market and Competitive Intelligence)

If you:

- Have university degree in Engineering (other degree in international business as an advantage)
- Are fluent in English
- Have 2 to 3 years working experience as a product or business analyst
- Have strong analytical and communication skills
- Have profound knowledge about the machinery industry or automation technology

We offer to you:

- Challenging and rewarding step in your career within the leader of technology
- Extensive opportunity for professional development within a globally driven company
- Supportive and modern working environment
- Trainings and work in a team of experts
- Attractive remuneration package

Apply by sending your CV indicating position “Business Analyst” to recruitment@lt.festo.com